
Diamond Square Obelisk
Lamp

TL709

Collection Name
BEVERLY HILLS COLLECTION

This striking new table lamp is one of the latest
addition to our iconic Beverly Hills collection. The
Square Obelisk Lamp is the big brother to our new
Diamond Obelisk lamp. It is an elegant, tapered four
sided design, which is hand crafted out of 4 layers of
Murano glass and then hand polished to create the
perfect faceted diamond shape. These stunning
lamps are available in our new two tone
colourway with a solid colour encased in clear glass
to give a beautiful contrast. Elegant, edgy and
timelessly beautiful

Required modifications for use on yachts - lacquer
applied to all metal components, “sea rod” through
centre to secure base to surfaces, with the cable exit
through bottom of the base.

Test Certification

Suitable for Yachts - Rod and bolting available for
use on yachts
IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) test
certificates available - will incur a surcharge
UL (Underwriters Laboratories) test certificates
available for the USA - will incur a surcharge

Compatible with

Yacht Club

TL709 in Tobacco & Clear and Brushed Gold with a 11" Tall Drum in Dupion 5018W-
306

Available Finishes

Silk Flex Choice

Black Brown Cream

Silver

Metal Finishes

Brushed Gold Brushed Nickel

Murano Glass Colours

Forest Green &
Clear

Petrol Blue &
Clear

Tobacco &
Clear

Diamond Clear
 



Available Sizes

Size One
TL709,

Height: 43 cm (16.93") 
Diameter: 11.5 cm (4.53") 

1 × 40W E27 
Max Watt and Lamps: 40W x 1 

Cable Exit: Top

Dimensions are measured from the base of the lamp to the middle of the bulb holder and are excluding shade
Overall height with a 11" tall drum shade 70cm - 27.5"
Shades are also available in Customer Own Material (COM)

*Please note, due to our Diamond table lamps being individually hand made and each one being unique, there may be slight variations in
colour*
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